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A& ·S 'Dean search
committee reopened

Vol. 32 Issue 926 ·

Welcome Back
New series of programs will 'immerse' students in U life
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BY

staff editor
The search for a new dean of the College of Am and
Sciences will reopen this fall because the candidate the
University selected turned down the offer.
.
The college has been looking for a new dean since E.
Terrence Jones was removed from that position in the summer of 1997.
Douglas Wartzok, associate vice chancellor of Academic
Affairs, said the job had been offered to William Frawley,
who works at the University
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senior editor
UM-St. Louis is trying to make new students feel
a little more welcome this semester.
''Welcome Days," a new series of p rogra ms and
events which began Aug. 23, will last through Sept.
11 providi ng students with a variety of food, music,
dancing and other entertainments.
According to Rick Blanton, interim manager of
Student Activities, the idea behind the celebration is
to get students "immersed into the University" with
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of Delaware. Wartzok said
Frawley declined, choosing
instead to stay with his current
employer.
"As is usually the case with
. good people, where. they're at
often likes to keep them,"
Wartzok said. "We made an
offerand the individual's place
where he was employed made
a counteroffer that he found
more attractive, so he decided
to stay rather than come here."
Frawley
He said most of the members of the search committee
had agreed to return, although some had not been contacted
yet.
''What we anticipate doing is starting right away in the
fall," W artzok said.
.
Wartzok said that ads for the position would likely come
our sometime in September, and that hopefully the applications would be in sometime in November. Wartzok said that
former cancLdates had the option of reapplying for the position. He also mentioned one way a repeat of the situation
encountered wi th Frawley might be avoided.
"Maybe this year we'll have more than one choice in case
the first person doesn't work out, and by starting earlier we'll
have more time to deal with follow-up people that we might
consider as well," Wartzok said.
In the mean time, Wartzok said he believed that Martin
Sage would continue in the role of interim dean for the next
year.

"different programs that would appeal to different
people, but do them early in the semester when students were still looking for things to do to occupy
their time."
Blanton said most of th e initial programs, such as
the Aug. 23 kickoff "Jamaican Me A Riverman"
Night, a Caribbean-themed party, have done welL
"There were probably in excess of 400 people
th ere Sunday night," Blanton said. "It was a smash
hit."
Blanton also said he was satisfied with th e
"eXtreme on the Patio" event which featured
eXtreme radio 104.1-FM broadcasting live from the
campus on the first day of fall classes.
He admitted however that the "In Cahoots with
In Cahoots" line dancing event '."could have been
better."

see Welcome, page 6

TODAY
Gospel Choir Concert
11:30AM-1PM-- U Center Patio
WEDNESDAY
Fairchild in concert
11:30 AM-- U Center Patio
THURSDAY
Freaky Thursday
10AM-2PM--U Center Lobby
SEPTEMBER 9
Expo '98/ Chancellor's Picnic
10AM-6PM-- Alumni Circle
SEPTEMBER 11
Dancin' in the Streets
Stephanie Platt/The Current

PEEK·A-BOO: Billy Peek performs on the U
Center Patio Wedne sday as part of the
uWelcome Days." program .

For a complete list of events
see the Bulletin Board, page 2

Parking problems, traffic beset students
BY

SUE

BRITT

oft h e Cur r e n t s t a f f ..-
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Construction on North Campus has caused
new parking congestion for students.
A large focus of the construction is centered
around Parking Lot E. The lo t has mostly been
eliminated at present. A new student center will be
erected on this site, reducing the number of spaces
in Parking Lot E by approximately 400 spaces.
The estimated completion for construction of the
center is in the spring of year 2000. Once completed, the center will include an enclosed walh.-way
connecting it to Clark and Lucas Halls.
Campus administration is attempting to
acquire the properties east of East Drive for adcLtional parking garages. These garages would be
located directly across the street from the new
center. Donald Driemeier, deputy to the chancellor, said, ''These [plans] are all in the discussion
. stage with the architects and engineers."
The north end of Garage H is also under construction. Bob Roeseler, director of institutional
safety, attributed the delays to a lack of builcLng
materials.
''They are having troubles getting some steel
for the steps," Roeseler said. "It will be completed
in about six to eight weeks."

U Center construction cramps parking
on North Campus; One-way stretch
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Construction on West Drive is causing further
inconvenience as the road is closed to through
traffic. The construction will eventually create a
new road leading to Natural Bridge and a new
600-700 vehicle parking garage just north of
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Benton Hall. The ga rage will be another relief to
the present parking congest ion.
"Looks like it will be 12-18 months," Roeseler

:

saitespite all th e nuisances due to present con-
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struction, there are enough spaces available.
Although it may seem there are not, Roeseler said,
"we have never run out of parking; it's JUSt a matter of it being farther away."
"In the long run," Roeseler said, "we will gain
about 10 percent."
"In the shorr run parking will be a little tight,
bur we are doing some things in term s of p ennanent garages," Driemeier said.
Roeseler said future construction will "create a
corridor between East and West Drives. The campus will flow basically from 1-70 to St. Vincent's
Park."
Driemeier said that the Master Plan developed
by Sasaki Associates, a national architectural and
planning firm, suggest, "We need to do a better job
of connecting the North and South campus."
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A recent change to East Entrance Drive on South
Campus has raised safety and convenience concerns
among University staff.
A week before classes began, the road was marked for
one-way traffic just after the Kathy J. Weinman
Advocacy Centre.
East Entrance Drive is one of two entrances to South
Campus and is located south of Normandy Community
Hospital, next to the South Campus Metrolink station.
Parents at the University Child Development Center
drop off and pick up their children at the center along the
west side of Lot X, next to the Ward E. Barnes
Educational Library. Center Director Lynn Navin said
that she is concerned about the safety of children being
dropped off at the center.
"Many of [the parents] have vans that only open on
the right side, and children are now dropped off into traffie, where before they used to get out onto the curbed
area," Navin said.
Bob Roeseler, UM-St. Louis directOr of institutional
safety, said that his department was creating a drop-off
area in front of the children's center.
'They are going to stripe the road, taking up abo ut a
lane and a half," Roeseler said . ''We'll have hashmarks,
barricades and cones for parents unloading children.
There will be about ten feet of space available for them to
unload the children in, and the kids should be safe."
Navin said that the police department originally wanted parents to use Lot XX for picking up and dropping off
children. She said that the lot does not have adequate
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lighting, and is not completely paved.
'They just took some old tank out from under the
road, and it's still in pieces back there," Navin said . "It is

.
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Stephanie Platt/ The Cum",/

WRONG WAY: A sign marking the new one-way section of East
Drive, east of Lot X on South Campus. Parents who use the
University Child Development Center have complained that the
one-way stretch makes it difficult to drop off their children safely,
necessitating the creation of a special drop-off zone. The problem
is only one of several traffic and parking related difficulties across
both North and South campuses.

Roeseler confinned that he originally wante d to have
parents use Lot XX.
"It was safer, but Lynn Navin didn't want it used for
a variety of reason s," Roeseler said.
Navin said that she wasn't opposed to the change, but
that she thought all the bases hadn't b een covered.
"You've got to make sure there are en ough signs for
people to know it's one way," Navin said.
Virginia Workman, head librarian of the Barnes
Educational Library, said that she was concerned abOUt
the area behind Seton Hall being hazardous in winter
weather.
'The road back there is only big enough for one car,
so if something gets stuck, then we're going to have to
find another place to park," Workman said.

see Pa rki ng , page 6
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Building
Community
Program
Put it on the Board: The CWWll &:ents Bulletin Board is a serlJIce prouided free of
charge to all student organizations and Uninenliy departments and divisions. DeLJdline for
submissions to The CWWl1 frenis Bulletin Board is 5 pm. ew:ry 7h=dny before puhliaztimt Spac:e ronsidemtion is given to student organizations and IS on afost-come,fostserved basis 1# suggest all submissions be posted at least nro weeks pnar to the event.
Send subrnisslons /1): Todd Appel. 7940 Natuml Bridge Road, SI. Louis MO 63121 or
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Da",d Baugher · editor-In-chief
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Ashley Cook • managing editor
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Pam White • business manage?'

Tom \Yomb achef' • adt'ertising dir.
Judi Unville • fa culty adviser
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Monday, Aug. 31
•
Gospel Choi r Concert: The
UM-St. Louis Student Gospel Choir
will perform spiritual and gospel
music between 11:30 a.m. and
!
1:00 p.m. on the patio.

I
I

Wednesday, Sept. 2
•
Fairchild in concert. Voted i
RFT's best St. Louis Rock Band,
featuring Connie Fairchild, who
has garnered the most " Best
Female Vocalist" awards ever in
the RFT annual poll of St. Louis
area rock bands. Party starts at
11:30 a.m. on the University
Center Patio.

Thursday, Sept. 3
•
Student Social Work
Association. Dr. Hashimi, chair of
the Social Work Department, will
be discussing the MSW program
from 5:15 p.m. to 6:45 p.m. in the
Evening College Conference Room
on the third floor of Lucas Hall.
Time will be allotted for students
to ask Dr. Hashimi questions pertaining to the MSW program.
Contact: Terri Kettenbrink, 3676385.

•
Com munion servic e in the
new chapel in the Newman Center
at 12:10 p.m. Contact: Betty,
385-3455.

•
Chemistry Club meeting in
446 Benton Hall from 1 p.m. to 3
p.m. Student elections to be held .

!

T-organizations at EXPO and the

,
•
Campus Ministry to host
"Welcome Back" reception. The
Ii!
Campus Ministries of the Baptist I
Student Union, Campus Crusade,
Catholic Newman Center,
Lutheran and Wesley Foundation
invite all faculty and staff to a
reception in the J.C. Penney
Lobby. Contact: Betty, 385-3455.

•
Guaranteed 4.0 Seminar 1
from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. in the J.C.
Penney Auditorium. Contact: Linda
Sharp, 6807.

Brian Douglas • news·editor
Amy Lombardo

Chancellor'S Picnic from 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m. and 4 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Contact: 5291.

Marty Johnson • CQ7100nist

SbIP.... Platt •

A &E editol·

&in SII d

prod. manager

l.l .... .

Dave KinworttIy • sports associate

Friday, Sept. 11
•
Dancin' in the Streets or
Shake, Shake, Shake Your Booty.
Music of two major St . Louis
bands in alternating sets from
8:00 p.m. till midnight. There will
be food, sodas , and if you're old
enough beer may be purchased.
Plenty of free parking at one
South Campus parking lot and
plenty of party at the other parking lot.

Wednesday, Sept. 9
•
Get free BBQ and free ice
cream and learn about student

fea tures editor

Steph anie Platt: • p hotography di,:

Thursday, Sept. 10
•
Student Networking
Program in 126 J.C. Penney from
1:00 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. Contact:
Linda Sharp, 6807.

•
Freaky Thursday: Karaoke ,
henna tattoos, palm readings,
tarot fortunes,caricaturists and
magicians on the Patio and in the
University Center Lobby between
10:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. Come
and partic i pate or just w atc h others.

a

Ken Dunklin • SPOlts edilor

Mary Undsley • ad associate

Todd Appel • prod. associate

1\

Brian Wall • bllsiness associate
Jeremy Pratte • web editor

staff: Sue Britt, Joe Harris, Julie
Pingleton

7940 Natural Bridge Road

t tttperor's lIId~
Has a lack of clear communication got you sing in'
the blues? Then you need messaging service
fro m PageNer . the service more people rely on
than any other With e-mail for warding and the
ability to send messages over th~ Internet, its the
easiest way to stay at the head o'f the class. So il
bu sy schedules create a com munication gap, get
over it. Get messaging service from PageNet and
stay in touch.
1650 DES PERES RD STE 202
BEHING DES PERES CINEMA
965-0390 ext 8586

$49

•
•

95

FREE INTERNET PAGING
FREE VOICE-MAIL
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STUDENT PRICES
STATE-OF-TH E-ART MU LTI PLEX
TAI<E THE METROLINK
900 ST. LOUIS UNION STATION

W

FRE EPASS*
'BUY ONE REGULA~ ADMISSION AND RECEIVE ONE
ADMISS I ON FREE · REDEEM AT BOX OFFICE
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hen it comes to planning a comfortable future, America's best and

brightest turn to the exp~rt: TIAA-CREF.

UNION STATION 10 CINEMAS
::::::::::: ... :.:::::::::: : ::::::::::::::
:::::::::::.: ..

MCMA

RESEARCH

COMMUNITY

OVER ONE MILLION
OF THE BEST
MOOS IN AMERICA
HAVE ALREADY
CHOSEN THE BEST
RETIREMENT SYSTEM.
TIAA-CREF.

ACROSS FROM TH E
HARD ROCK CAFE
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of the majority d the edItDItaI board.
All matBr1aI cont3ned In each Issue Is property of
The CUITeOt alii may not be mpdrrtad. rBU!8d a
I9p'Oduced without the ~ written c0nsent of The CU!rent. Fkst copy fnle; .....bse~ copies, 25 cents, avaIabie at the oftIces of
The cun-ent.
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Buy one buffet or entree to get 2nd one free I Not valid with any other
offer. ONE coupon per person. Limit one coupon each group.
Exp. 9-30-98. Buy 1 Get 1 Free only applies to 270/New Halls Ferry
location. Other locations, Buy I Get 2nd one at 112 off.
BBQ. Crab Leg. GrilL~d ChICken, Beef. Sirloin Steak. C heese Cak~ Dessert. Chi nese.

UNION
STATION
10 CINEMAS
•.......•......
.•..•...
; .........••.•.•••.•.•........•.......................•...
.................•.
..•......•............................•....•.....•............

www.lycos.comlblade

website:
http://www,umsl.edul
studentlifelcummtl

he CUrrent Is pubIlshed weekly on
~. Advertlslfl( rates 8Y31~ ~
request. Tenns. condltlons and restrlctIons
apply: The Current, ftnanced In part by _
acIIvItIes lee, Is net an oIlIclaI pUlIIcaIIon of UM!it. lDuIs. The University Is not _ _ ." the
content of The Current a Its po8des.
CorTmenbly and caLIrns reftect the opIrion of
the IrdIvtQJllI _
U~ e<ltor1als reftect

WALlACE n-tEATER CORPORATlON

NOW SHOWING!

email:

cumnt@jiru.ums/.edu
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world (bas ed on ass ets under management).
Today, TIAA-CRE F can help yo u
achieve even more of your financial goals.

With over $230 billion in assets under

From tax-deFerred annuitie s and IRAs to

management, we're the world's largest

mutual Funds, you'll find the flexibility

retirement system, the nation's leader in

and choice you need, backed by a proven .

customer satisfaction," and the overwhelm-

history of performance, remarkably Jaw

ing choice of people in education, research,

expenses, and peerless commitment to

and related fields.

personal service.

Expertise You Can Count On
For 80 years, TIAA-CREF has intro -

Find Out For Yourself
To learn more about the world 's premier retirement organization, talk to one

duced intelligent solutions to "'\merica's longterm planning needs. We pioneered the

of our retirement planning experts at

portable pension, invented the variable

1 800 842-2776. Or better still , speak to

annuity, a nd popularized the v ery concept
of stock investing for retirement. In fact,

one of y our colleagues. Find out why,

we manage the largest stock account in the

wh e n it co mes to planning for tomorrow,
great minds think alike.

Visit us on the Internet at www.tiaa-cref.org

FR EE 3 Y. HOUR VALIDATED PARKING
STATE-O F-TH E-ART DIGITAL SOUND
24-HOU~ SHOWTIME : 141-4444

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it:"

' NOTVAliD fOR SPE CIAL ,NGAGEMlNTS
EXP IRATION 12-31 ·98

~----- -------------~

°DALBAR. Jnc .. /997 Dijintu Ct:JillrcQf(lion. E.\'celfmcl Rattilg. •. Past perfonnance is no guaran tee of futur e res ults. CREF certificate!> and interests.
in the TIAA Real Estate Acco unt are distributed by TlAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services. Fo r more compl ete information. including charges and expenses. call 1 800 842·2733, extension 5509; for the prospectuses. Reud the:, carerully ~efore yo u invest or send money.
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Amy Lombardo, Features Editor
Phone 516-5174, Fax 516-6811
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Bookstore lines,
parking and

other facts of life
What is the point of paying good money (and a lot
of it) for a parking permit: if
I can't use it?
It seems that the number
of parking spaces on the
UM-St.
Louis
North
Campus has decreased dra. ~ matically
since . spring
semester. This could have
something to do with the
fact that the large parking
lot near Lucas and Clark
Halls is currently under construction. The long-term
plans may bring new and
wonderful things in the
II future, but it's not too convenient for those of us
caught in the crossfire.
Fortunately, as the students and faculty adjust to
this frightening parking
dilemma, the grid-locked
lines are lessening. Maybe
~by mid-terms I'll actually
make it to my 9:30 a.m. class
Ir on Tuesdays and Thursdays.
Sam e
may advise
that I simply wake up
and
leave
to
earlier
"correct the
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ru

elcome to the world

of

high-technology.
Never before has there
been so much infonnation available at the simple click of a but- ..
ton. College students know this
better than anyone. Hours are
spent researching papers and
projects, typing assigrzments and
surfing the Internet. Some people
consider computers to be belOved
friends, or at least convenient
tools.
But what if one is not available? The
. UM-St. Louis population is large, and doesn't show signs of getting any smaller. Many·
days there is a line for a terrnillal in the labs,
and the computers are sometimes staked out
by diligent students in for many hours of
work in the same spot.
This can cause a problem for the average
Joe who is in only in need of a quick e-mail
fix. What is one to do?
The Cyber Cafe answers that question. It
is a service created to provide a new area of
computer connection for students. Following
the trend cif many cities nationwide, UM-St.
Louis has set up this chat room for comfort,
convenience and, maybe most importantly,

:-0

:-)

:-0

:-)

E-mail, chat rooms, net surfing, and best of all --- food!
Denizens of the Underground go on-line at UM-St. Louis

:-0 . :-) :-0 :-) :-0 :-)

Stephanie Plattj The Current

Environmental Studies major Michael Salnykov works at a laptop in the new
Cyber Cafe in the Underground. The Cafe will allow easy access to e-mail, chat
rooms, and the Internet.

fun!
The idea grew in a coliaboration from
Campus Computing and Auxiliary Services.
Gloria Schultz is the director of Auxiliary
Services and Jerry Siegel is the coordinator for
Campus Computing at UM-St. Louis.
"I spoke to Dr. Siegel ahout putting some
computers around campus and he was very

~~ ·t·~~~~·u;~:rcnfo~··

not one to take the easy way
out. I will conquer in my
own way and on my own
terms ~ Besides, that's really,
really early in the morning.
In a: colorful twist of fate,
the parking is disappearing,
and the lines in the bookstore
are
growing.
Coincidence? I think not.
Maybe it's a simple case
of my mind repressing a
traumatic memory, bu t I
don't remember the line for
ybooks ever taking so long.
The employees in the bookstore have my deepest sympathy, as do the disgruntled
students waiting and waiting
and waiting ...
Some of the University
Bookstore stories have
become legendary, a kind of
t treasured folklore. Who can
forget the one about the
naive freshman who ventured into the back alone
. one bright August day, and
was never seen or heard
from again? Or the bright
",triple-major student who
collapsed in line under the
pressure of the very books
he loved? That mess caused
an obstacle that held the line
up for an additional two
hours. Now that's scary.
Recently, a friend of mine
'''\vent to visit his grandfather.
They had a discussion abou t
the trials, tribulations and
minor hindrances of college
life. According to Pappy
(that'S what my friend calls
his grandpa), kids today
have it easy. Apparently he
had to walk 10 miles in the
snow for his school supplies,
. and it was uphill - both
ways..
I don't know if I completely trust the memory of
a man who often misplaces
his own teeth, but you never
know ..

,.

:-)

amiable to the idea. I also talked to faculty,
staff and students," Schultz said. "At first I
started thinking about doing it for the new
University Center that is being built, but I
was talking to Margo Hurwic z [associate professor in anthropology] and she said, 'You
know, that's something that we could probably do now.'"

:-0 :-)
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That moment of inspiration set the plans
into motion.
The Underground provided the perfect
setting for the project. It is very accessible,
and located where students are sure to notice
it. And it is certainly hard not to norice.
The area is redecorated in the University
colors, red and gold. On the walls there is a
display of international flags to make everyone feel at home. There are comfortable red
couches and lamps on the table, giving it a
much more relaxed feel than a computer lab. .
"It's basically for students to go in and
check their e-mail, to play ga mes, sit around
and visit," Schultz said. "That's why we call it
the 'Cyber Cafe, an UMSL chat room',
There's a double meaning - chat onthe computers, as well as to visit."
The Cyber Cafe is open until 10:30 p.m.,
three hours longer than ·the Underground.
The is also a variety of food available - veggie sandwiches, sub-sandwiches, popcorn, flavored coffees, desserts and more.
The increase in the number of residential
students at UM-St. Louis played a vital role
in development also.
"The more residential students we get, the
more we're going to have to accommodate
them, be open and have things for them to
do," Schultz said.
In addition, every Tuesday the cafe will
host an open mike night from 6:30 p.m. to
10:30 p.m. Students are encouraged to read
poetry, play music, do stand-up comedy or
vocals.
"The response [to the C yber Cafe J has
been unbelievable," Schultz said . ''I've seen
students in there at seven o'clock in the
moming checking their e-mail."

Nursing student credits
'faith' for cancer recovery
the hospital activity had drained her and made
simple
things like walking a struggle. Her face was
staff editor
temporarily partially paralyzed . Gilkey-Mathison
This year UM-St. Lo uis celebrated th e gradu- also experienced a great loss in her vision. She no
ation of many p eople from diverse backgrounds lon ge r has peripheral vi sio n , which cau ses her to
and unique circumstances . A closer look at one of have a sense of tunne l vision.
these students shows that determination and self"Things JUSt didn't seem to be ,exactly where
motivation can overcome almost any obstacle.
they were," Gilkey- Mathison said. "At time s it
Seven ye:trs ago, Gynda L Gilkey-Mathiso n was hard to gauge wi th my de pth perception ."
was working at the City of St. Louis Division of
Her diminished vision proved to be a nuisance
Health and Hospitals and taking a few cla ses off when she went back to school.
and on at UM-St. Louis. She was enrolled in the
"The biggest problem was me being able to see
nursing program, but didn 't feel any need to rush. the board and the overhead," Gilkey-Mathi so n
Her perspect ive on time was changed dramati- sa id. "Reading made my eyes quite tired."
cally that same year when Gilkey-Mathison was
To overcome these challenges, she rece ived
diagnosed with a brain tumor.
assistance in relearning seemingly simple things,
"It's kind of scary to think ~------=,.---~
like pouring water into a
that I had been doing my usual
glass. She also went to
routine, my everyday things,
speech and ph ys ical theraand here's something that's
py at the hospital and
growing in my body that I was
learned. to walk with
a
.
cane
In
some
Clrcumunaware
(of) ,"
Gilkeystances.
Mathison said.
But the tremendous
Originally she was told that
stress
and pressure took
the surgery would last about
an
emotional
toll as welL
eight hours, but it dragged on
At
o
ne
p
o
int,
Gilkeynearly twice as long. Her h usMathi
so
n
wa
s
overband told her that the tumor
whelme
d
wi
t
h
t
he
amo
unt
was bigger than the doctors
of
m
edic
at
ion
sh
e
neede
d,
expected and, more importaking
12
different
kind
s
tantly, it was deeper. The sursimu
ltan
eo
usly.
geons were forced to leave in
"My ch ildr en we re
the stem.
younger
th en an d they
Gilkey-Mathison
found
would
see
me in th e bathherself looking at a difficult
""--lliL._--.J room
[takin
g medicine J.
decision. Sh ould she have '-'--'--'--"-......."""'!Ifi.._ .......L.I
It
was
d
ish
ea rtening,"
another surgery or try radiation
Gilkey-Mathison
GilkeyM
athis
o
n
said. "It
therapy'
made
me
feel
like
I
was
a
junkie."
"When they discus se d the surgery the second
To d ay, Gi lkey-Mathison has beaten all o f these
time I was very fearful," Gilkey-Mathison said. "I
hardships,
a~d seems to be ready for whatever life
didn't want to have it."
has
in
Store
for her next. She graduated in August
As fate would have it, a Magnetic Resonance
Imagery (MRI) showed that the tumor had with a master's degree in nursing with honors. She
wrapped around an artery and ruled out surgery as was inducted into the International Hon o rs
an opti on . About six straight weeks of radiation Socie ty for Nursing, the 1997-1998 Who's Who
followed, which re sulted in some shrinkage, but for American College and University Students,
not a large amount. For th e n ext five years the and received the Shirley Martin Award for outtreatments continued until finally it was deter- stan ding nursi ng.
A few day s ago, she sent her 18 year-old daughmined that the tumor had sh runk down as far as it
[er,
Whitney, off to college. She scill has her 13ever would .
A second surgery took pla ce in 1996, and it suc- year-old daughter, Mykkell, at hom e.
Throughout all o f this, Gilkey-Mathison
ceeded in decreasing the mass of th e tumor all the
way around, containing the problem discovered in believes that it is her faith th at gOt her through.
"When I was told about my illness r prayed and
the MRI.
It took Gilkey -Mathison a year to recuperate I told th e Lord that I was placing myself in His
after the ordeal, and it left her with additional hands," Gilkey-Mathison said. "If it hadn't been
health problems she continues to battle. One of for my faith in God, I wouldn't have been able to
the main difficultie s was her lack of energy. All of accomplish any of this."

BY AMY LOMBARDO
........................ , ........... .

In ten words or less,
describe UMSL's parking conditions.
"Merely a trifle. Soon all earthlings will obey me."
-Ryan Kiwala
Sophomore/ Sec. Education

''The parking situation is ridiculous. I dread the parking lot!"
-Kate Rosenthal
Junior/Secondary Education

"I don't care because I don't
own a car."
-Joyce Myers
Sophomorej Mechanical
Engineering

"Dangerous and time consuming. This problem should have
been considered before the
opening of Fall semester.
-Janie Williams
Junior /History

"Parking at UMSL is like a
party in my pants, and everyone is invited."
.
-Brian Gracey
Senior jEnglish
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SGA constitution comes first

T

he fal l semester has started,
and the task force Jim Avery
The Issue:
formed last Marc h for the revision of the Student Government
SGA's lack of a
Association constitution will reportedconstitution is
ly have the new document ready soon.
While we commend the efforts of
causing embarSGA
to tackle what is an admittedly
rassment not
ugly
issue,
we want to take this opporonly for the orgatunity to urge the members to make
nization but for
every reasonable effort to see to it
the student body
that this matter is resolved as quickly
as well.
as possible .
The existing situation is a grievous
embarassment for SGA. Having to
We Suggest: ac k nowledge that your organization
isn't altogether sure what governance
structure you've been operating under
It should be
is the stuff of public relations nightSGA's first order
mares. But this goes much deeper
of business to
than making oneself vuln erable to a
resolve the confew jokes of poor taste made in private
stitutional confucircles. By undermining public confision.
dence and making the whole organization look frankly ridiculous, this fiasco
hi nders SGA's abi lity to be an effective
force for the expression of student
So what do opinion.
More than that, it can make stuyou think'?
dents as a whole look bad. Problems of
this sort can cast doubt in the eyes of
Let us hear from
the faculty, administration and staff as
you on this or
to just how serious students really are.
any issue in a let- It should be remembered t hat on ly last
ter to th e ed it or.
semester some factions expressed a
desire to see the student seats

removed from the University senate,
this coming in spite of a great deal of
interest in the election relative to
years past.
It should be remembered that this
mess came to light when the SASe
refused funding to a number of student
organizations for failing to attend
mandatory budgetary workshops,
resulting in a quagmire of political
jockeying wh ich w ent on for several
weeks before Avery declared that the
constitution SGA was operating under
was invalid. According to the then
accepted version of SGA's constitution, members of the SABe must be
approved by SGA . That never happened
and Sharone Hopkins, who led two of
the organizations which faced a loss of
fun ding, argued that the decisions of
SABe were consequent ly inva lid.
Avery countered by pointing out that
the constitutional provision mandatir:g
SGA approval of SABe members was
itself invalid, having never been
approved by the chancellor. That provision was part of a revision proposed in
1993 by then-president Andy Masters.
While the current SGA members
should not nec essarily be held responsible for th is mess, again we want to
remind them that th is sit uation needs
to be re medied as qu ickly as possible
for a great numb er of reasons, and SGA
needs to ta ke steps to ensure a si milar
incident doe s not occur in t he future.

Early arrivals solution
to parking troubles

T

he Fall semester here at UM-St. Louis
has begun, and as usual finding a parking space is a challenge.
Every morning, cars are lined up in the turn
lane on Natural Bridge as far as the eye can
see, with masses of students jockeying for
spaces between areas of campus construction.
The majority of students manage to get to
their classes on time, despite the traffic
headaches. Still, there are some who arrive
daily about ten to twenty minutes late.
There are different solutions to this problem,
the easiest being to simply get up earlier. At 8
a.m., there are very few cars arriving at the
main University entrance next to Woods Hall.
Students can avoid the traffic hassle by pushing their moming commute back by 30 minutes
to an hour. Arriving early not only ensures a
less-stressful start to the day, but also allows
for time to review class material for those who
have faculty that like to check attendance by
giving a start-of.class quiz.
Another solution to the parking nightmare is
to utilize altemate entrances to campus. While
the south entrance of North Drive by BentonStadler is temporarily closed, there are still two
entrances open on the north side of campus at
Mark Twain and East Campus Drive off of
Florissant Road, both accessible from
Interstate 70.
Students might think that getting up early is
a waste of valuable sleep time, but they will
more t han make up for it by maintaining good
relations with faculty and fellow students alike
who appreciate the effort to avoid interrupting
class discussion. lw 911 ,'

GUEST CoMMENTARY

Pace yourself, kid

E

verybody pay attention, especially the students
(act like you 're not in class) . This is the beginning
of a new school year. A fresh start for all , Don't
mess this one up! Before I continue, let me give you a little background information that will help you see where I'm
coming from.
Years ago, I was in the ninth grade . It was a day just like
today. I decided this was the school year for me. I was
young, naive and a bit ignorant if you asked me, but I didn't
know any . better so I don't blame
myself. I blame my mother! But that's
another story.
I started the school year off running,
I couldn't be touched. People would
say "Hey Rhashad! Where's the fire
brother?" I told them it was in fifth
hour. I was determined to make
straight A's, be on the honor roll, and
RHASHAD PITTMAN
.
.:..:.:.:..:..:...:::..:.:.:
.......... _.........._ - maybe even skip
a few grades.
guest commentator
What happened? I asked myself at
the end of the semester when I was lazy, unfocused and sitting in front of the TV watching" Days of Our Lives." I don't
even like soap operas! There I was, yelling back at the TV
screen, "He doesn't want you girl, he's a playa!"
Yes, I hit rock bottom. I didn't really get the grades I
wanted and barely made the honor roll. Five ye'ars later and
I see the light. Not only do I see the same tendencies that
get me into trouble every year, but I also notice there's a
couple of people out there with the same affliction.
I started off a little too fast and too strong for my own
good.
So to all who dare to continue reading this commentary,
I leave you with this: pace yourselves, don't over do it in the
first couple of weeks and tire yourself out.
I'll even throw in a metaphor for your memories. Picture
an out-of-shape nineteen year-old like myself going out on a
breezy summer evening to playa friendly game of basket. ball. Now the group of young men that accompany me are
in fairly good condition. I myself figure I'll be okay, even
though the last time I did any type of exercising was during
tenth grade gym class . A three-on-three fiasco was about to
take place. I started off strong, hitting a couple of jumpers,
making a few lay-ups and even stealing a pass from the.
opposing players. Next thing I know, mY,chest started getting an attitude with me. I asked him what was wrong, and
he told me it was time to go home. Basically the moral of
the story is to first see your destination down the road, plan
on getting there and take baby steps doing it.

Trade agreement gives mulitinatio'nals
power while media focuses on scandal

T

he media cannot get enough for one thing: there is no global govof what's been going on the ernment or society to regulate this
Oval Office . So while the marketplace . Thus, under the MAl,
major news sources scramble for the a multinational corporation would be
latest testimony , the rest of the superior to a local government.
Under the MAl, a multinational
world continues. It is a shame that
more attention is not being paid to corporation could build a pollutionthe rest of the world , because some producing factory in a residential
area. Then, ' when the local
newsworthy things are hapgovernment
protested, they
pening. One of the greatcould cite the MAl, claiming
est of these unheralded
that in other (read, third
news stories is the MAl
world) countries, these envistory.
ronmental laws are not in
Multilateral
The
place and therefore they hinAgreement on Investment
der business here . . Thus, an
is a treaty similar to the
international
corporate
General
Agreement
on
bureaucracy
would
be telling
Trade and Tariffs and the
MARSHALL
.
North American Free Trade ......GENE
.... ...........................
,........... a country or state what It
guest commentator
Agreement that is currentcan or cannot do. Beyond
Iy
being
negotiated
by
the that, multinationals could sue a
Organization
for
Economic striking labor union, citing it as
Cooperation
and
Development, inhibiting investment and business.
a.k.a. the Rich Countries Club. I say Through the broad scope of the MAl
similar only to describe the general and its nearly unlimited powers,
aim of the treaty; in reality, the MAl environmental laws and unions
is much more vast and far-reaching would be greatly challenged.
in scope. The MAl would set up an
The MAl is a complete deflation of
international corporate constitution, local and natiOnal sovereignty, it is a
complete with a bill of rights. This direct challenge to the environment
agreement would grant a multina- and labor rights and it could chaltional corporation the right to be lenge human' rights as well (through
treated as a domestic company in a labor harshness and child labor).
foreign country. It would also make Not only that, it will also exploit
illegal any local attempt to hinder third world countries and keep them
the growth of business or the flow of from ever growing out of their poverinvestment and profit dollars. This ty. This grand conspiracy is being
seems to be in line with the current run by the World Trade Organization.
trend' towards globalization, with Thanks to their two strong arms, the
many different societies growing International Monetary Fund and the
closer and many different forms of World Bank, the WTO has ascended
government and cultures intermin- to a position of power over the
gling. However, with the MAl, the world. Hopefully, the corporates will
businesses of our separate countries . get too caught up bickering over
are hurdling past anythin'g some mul- how to divide our pie because I don't
ticultural studies class on campus is see any help in alerting the public to
doing . . This global · marketplace this outrage coming from the media
would not be too terrible were not any time soon.

Ir's hard to admit to being totally ignorant about something. Economics is my weakness. Given that all my
knowledge on the subject comes from old Hollywood
movies, you can imagine how confused I was by the articles on theFriday Post's front page about Russia's Cll,rrem
economic collapse and the ruble's weakness against the
dollar.
Don't get me vlrong, clearly I'm very upset about the
ruble's decline against the dollar, but this is due less ~o my
detailed knowledge of world markets and more because
the anicle includes a photo of a number of desperate-looking Russians pushing one another in front of a bank,
which shows no signs of opening anytime soon. These
Russians did nOt appear eager to make deposits.
~
As leading financial analysts, or
anyone who has watched "It's a
Wonderful Life" can tell you, large,
surly crowds gathered around banks
are nOt typically considered a positive economic indicator. Ob\~ously
the ruble's decline is definitely a bad
thing and we should cenainly be
distressed, but the point is that D A vIDI:lA.lJG. fi.~..R.....
without the visual cue, I wouldn't e d ito r - i n - chi e t I,
have known to be concerned.
The Post's sister story on the same page about the
effect of the ruble on the Dow Jones Industrial Average is
even worse. The paper worriedly infonns me of a 357point "correction" in the market. This sounds like an
improvement to me. I assume it means that the market is
357 pointS more accurate than it was before it was "corrected."
It turns out however that a "correction" in stocks is ...
even less pleasant than the kind picky professors do to my
English papers. It means the Dow actually dropped by 357
points. This is apparently very bad, though my ignorance
again comes into play. I'm ashamed to admit that I have
never had the faintest idea what a "point" is, other than
when they appear on scoreboards at sponing events or on
my License after traffic tickets. George Bailey never had to
worry about "pointS" when he ran the Bailey Brothers
Building and Loan. Does this mean the Dow plays against
other stoc k markets) " .. .Turning now to financial
news ... where the Dow Jones today trounced the NASDAQ 12-5 in heavy trading; elsewhere it was the S & P
500 beating the Nikkei 8-7 in a rain-delayed conteSL."
This would be a truly entenaining prospect if the traders
would stan giving high-fives and dumping Gatorade on
each other at the closing belL
The article goes on to state that the dollar is "dose to
being overvalued." Again, this sounds like a good thing. I
like the idea of my dollars being overvalued, considering
~
how little they seem to buy each week.
But it seems that the dollar's overvaluation ",111 not lead
to my money being wonh more. Instead, it could lead.,
according to one analyst, to a "worldwide deflationalJ'
cycle," which definitely sounds bad or a "bond rally"
which sounds good but apparently isn't because interest
rates are too low.
As for myself, I'll stick to "It's a Wonderful Life."

Toys that don't

build character

E

lier this week, I saw a commercial for y.o~YOs,
advenising the toy with the slogan, "this ain't
e same old yo-yo." What was wrong with the
old yo-yo? I remember trying to learn all the neat tricks
like Walk the Dog or Around the World. Seems like I
usually ended up bruising my shins. Come to think of it,
a lot of my stuff wasn't quite what the commercials
cracked it up to be.
The Kissing Barbie who only kissed once before the
button on her back broke.
My jump rope that kept fraying at the ends despite the
hollow plastic handles.
That Princess Leia doll
whose hair would never get
back into the donuts.
My Slinky that wouldn't
slink past the third step.
My metal roller skates that
were so loud you couldn't hear
yourself think.
Water guns that only held
ASH LEY Coo K
enough water to get someone -;:;:; a nag i n 9 e d ito r ~
irritated, .not soaked.
I guess maybe toys weren't all that great back then.
Nowadays kids have CD"ROM adventure games and
mega-loaded Super Soaker water toys that don't require
a trip to the hose after every shot. They've got in-line
skates and Barbie computer fashions and Laser Tag.
Where's the imagination required here?
Don't get me wrong, I love technology and all the
great things it has to offer. On the other hand, I think ~
that along the way, manufacturers have left out the elements of role-playing and creativity that kids can use to
increase their self-reliance and problem solving abilities.
Okay, so I wish I could have had those smooth in-line
skates, and my Barbie would have been a lot more colorcoordinated if I'd had a computer to help me out. Stil1,
. rm glad I had the chance to grow up trying to beat my
friends back to the water hose and making doll clothes
that weren't a fashion statement. At least I had to use my
'imagination, even if I did get some unwanted training in ~
toy reparr.

Ken Dunkin, sports editor
phone : 871-2192 fax: 516-6811
e-mail: kdunkin@rocketmail.com

SPORTS
9Latest Scoopf=: .

Rivermen sweep preseason schedu le

Baseball the
only success
this summer

Men's soccer wins 4-0 in preseason opener against McKendree, tops Columbia and Meramec
BY KEN

Well, school has finally started
again, and what a summer it has
been in sports.
The St. Louis Blues allowed
Brett Hull to venture into the free
agent market and sign with the
division rival Dallas Stars.
This co.ntroversy left the St.
Louis media in a frenzy. The Blues
had lost their franchise player, but
it was a financial move by Blues
manageIl).ent to cut costs. Look
for Hull's return to the Kiel
Center to be sold out with a large
ovation for the phenom.
The World Cup was played in
France this year and won by the
Frenchmen themselves.
The United States played terribly on their way to not winning a
game in their bracket. Their lone
goal of the entire tournament was
scored by St. Louisan Brian
McBride.
The U.S.
were even
defeated by
Iran,
a
mac ' h
w hie h
brought
controversy

>\i

Ii

and hostil- DAVE KINWORTHY
ity to the s'po'rt's"'a's"s'o'~'i'~t'e"
feuding
nations. After a remarkable showing in 1994, where the U.S. defeated the powerful Columbia on
their home turf, the squad was
never able to capture the spotlight
.in the 98' Cup.
Saint Louis University bid
farewell to their highly touted
freshman guard Larry Hughes,
the first Billiken to be ,chosen in
the first round since Anthony
B onner. Hughes Will tearri up
with Allen Iverson of the
Philadelphia 76ers to form a deadly 1-2 combination.
Edwardsville High School
went undefeated in baseball on
their way to the Illinois state title
with a record of 40-0.
Later in the summer, their Post
199 Legion team won the national title. It was the first time since
1972 that a St. Louis team had
captured the national title.
The UM-St. Louis men's baseball team advanced to regionals
last spring, bowing out to rival
SIU-Edwardsville. Also, Eric
Blaha ' was named a second team
AU-American.
LaSt but not least, the St. Louis

Cardinals have had a disastrous
season. Pre-season polls predicted
the Redbirds to win the divisio n,
but not to be battling it out with
the likes of Pittsburgh and
Milwaukee for third place.
If it weren't for cenain players
and teams in baseball right now, I
would have no interest in t he
.. game and season at all.
Mark McGwire, aside from
taking his androstenedione, has
rejuvinated baseball. His monstrous blasts and heroics in the
pursuit of Roger Maris' record has
Busch Stadium packed for every
home game.
1-4
The Yankees have astounded
baseball as they attempt to break
the record for most wins in a season. As they currently stand, they
are 60 games above .500. I just
wonder if they could loan the
Cardinals some wins, or just teach
~hem how to play winning baseball.
I'
The last basehall player that
gives the game hope for the future
" is the Chicago Cub's youthful
Kerry \YI ood.
This young man has an arm
and future like Nolan Ryan. His
fastball is consis tently in· the mid90s and he has the power to dominate a game on any given night.

close to the fitness room . They did
what they had to do and came into the

DUNKIN

staff editor

With three preseason games under
their belt, the me~'s soccer team has

season in good shape instead of having
to work a month to get back into playing shape."

high hopes for the season.
The Rivermen swept through their

lllllill
i

preseason schedule, winning three
games. They won the preseason opener
against McKendree 4-0. The team then
had the tough challenge of playing two
games back-to-back. They rolled over
Columbia College

Redmond was also pleased with the
return of mid-fielder Trent Woodrick.
Woodrick was out all of last season.
This year he returns as a co-captain
and a key player in the Rivermen overall picture.

3-1 and Meramec

"I forgot how much difference

Community College fell the following

Trent

day 4-2.
"I knew that Meramec had a few days

Redmond said. "He moves the ball so
well and makes everyone around him

off before we played them," Rivermen

better."

scheduled the back-to-back games to
get the guys ready for the season.

out on

the

field,"

~iJll1111~i;~!~ll~ Jj~,~~lij~III~~i!il theOne
of the major differences for
team this year will be the team's

"I

Head Coach Tom Redmond said.

makes

PtW;s :\t %

It

experience. The team has very few

gave them a quick look at how the sea-

underclassman.

son is going to go."
The Rivermen have three quick chal-

look at most of this team,
there are quite a few from the fresh-

lenges this season. They will play their

man class three years ago," Redmond

"If you

first three games against teams which

said. ''They had a really good freshman

made the tournament last year.

season, guys like Mark Mendenhall,

"It is going to be tough for the guys

Stephanie Platt! The Current Scott Luczak, Derick Kaspar. They had

this year," Redmond said. "We have

Joe Stdko (right) attempts to kick the ball away in an exhibition game August 26
against McKendree.

West Texas A&M right off the bat.
Then we head to Quincy to play
Truman

State

and

West

The optimism comes from the team

Virginia

It is also attrib-

were

getting

stale

last

to grow into new roles w hen the
upperclassmen left. 1 have always

season,

felt that it is tough for a sophomore

"I told them to go out

to be a leader on the team. They fizzled

Wesleyan. Those are three very good

uted to the team corning into the pre-

and have fun in the off-season. They are

their second year. This year th ey are

teams, but this team is going to fare
well."

season in great shape_

college kids and they are supposed to

ready for the season and it shows. They

have fun. But I s till wanted them to stay

have grown up."

playing well in practice.

"I thought our training exerCises

Redmond said.

Riverwomen soccer previ ew
Beth Goetz to lead Riverwomen in first year as head coach
'5.

£3 Y . P.:"Y..!:=... I.t:-l.""'?..I'I..!..I:l..'.'.. ...... _.. _.. .............. ...........
Sarah
Kalish
is
a freshman
from
staff associate
Ritenour/Incarnate Word who will see time in
The women's soccer team has begun practice the m idfield. She is a strong attacker \vith good
under the guidance of first year head coach Beth field vision who will only bolster the line-up up
Goetz. Here is a look at how the team looks for front.
the 1998 season:
Lynn Lueddecke is a senior who has had been
Emily Karl is a freshman from Oakville who recently battling nagging injuries . If healthy,
will,come in and be a big impact to the women's Lueddecke will be a strong asset to the squad.
squad. She will see plenty of time in the midfield.
Carrie Marino is the best technical player on
Cory Chik ' is another incoming freshman this year's team. She is the leader and she will
from Rosati-Kain who will play for the carry the load in the goal-scoring category. She
Riverwomen in the midfield.
r-- - - --::-- - - - . . , came in fit in the preseason and
loo ks to be a strong candidate fo r
Amber Godfrey is a transfer
All-Conference honors.
student
from
Meramec
Alaina O'DonneU is a freshman
Community College. She is one
from Hazelwood Central who is a
of the more versatile players on
very aggressive midfielder and very
this team. She distributes the bail
strong in the air.
well and has presence on the field.
Beth Ostermeyer is a sophomore
She will start the season at the
who will anchor th e backfield at the
midfield position.
sweeper position this year.
Sam Grasshoff is the team's
Julie Reiter is back in full gear as
senior goalkeeper. She has good
she
returns with more confidence.
presence and is very tall. She is ~~~~--~~----~
She has a great shot and look for her
technically sound and needs to step
to take more opponents on one-onup for the Riverwomen to be sucone.
cessful in the GLVC.
Jennifer Terbrock is a forward who is hoping
Michelle Hogan is another senior on the
squad who will see time up front at the forward to come back with more confidence this season.
position as well as in the midfield with her great She has a deadly shot which will help the
Riverwomen in the long run.
work ethic.
D enise Thurman is a sophomore transfer stuWendy Hollon is a marking back for the
dent
from FlorissantValley Community College
Riverwomen. She is a tough and scrappy defendwho
will
see time in the backfield along with the
er who will hold up the fon in front of Grasshoff.
Shannon Humphrey is a senior marking back defensive midfield position.
Missy Timpe is th e fifth senior on this team
as well. Goetz calls her "t he best marking back
who
may see time at outside midfield. She is a
who will be called upon to handle the opposing
very scrappy forward with a good work ethic and
team's best player."
decent speed.

Goetz

Sports Analysis

Media attack on McGwire's use
of Andro shouldn't affect fans
The 1998 baseball season has' been
one of the most memorable and exciting seasons ever. The SpOrt is experiencing unparalleled growth and popularity levels .
This season holds something for
every fan: home run races, the Yankee's
domination, the Big Unit's invasion of
the National League and the emergence of young stars like Kerry Wood.
The true baseball fan also cannot
forget th e wild card race in the National
League, Juan Gonzalez and Sammy
Sosa's pursuit of Hack Wilson's RBI
record, and, of course, Cal Ripken's
streak.

Unfortunately, a black cloud has
risen over one of the most intoxicating
elements to this season--the home run
race.
A dietary supplement nam ed Andro
is th e cause of the controversy. Though
banned in several sports and not sold
by General Nutrition Centers, Andro
can be obtained over the counter and is
not illegal in basebal l. Cards slug ger
Mark McGwire has admitt ed to usin g
Andro. McGwi re as of press time has
54 home runs and is on pace to break
Roger Maris' home run record. His
admission to using the controversial
supplement has caused some to wonder if Andro had more to do with the
home runs than McGwire.
In
a
prepared
statement,
Commissioner Bud Seli g and Major
League Baseball Players' Association
Executive Director Donald Fehr said:
"In recent days, th ere have been press

reports concerning the us e of certain
nutritional supplements by Major
League players. The substances in ques tion are available over the counter and
are not regulated by the Food and
Drug Administration. In view of these
facts, it seems inappropriate that such
reports should overshadow the accomplishments of players such as Mark
McGwire."
Thank you, baseball. For once you
did not drop the ball. The only reason
this is such a controversy is that certain
members of the media can't stand prosperity. The thou ght of a player from a
non-New York team, worse ye t a midwestern team from a smaller media
market breaking one of the all-time
great records, is unthinkable.
As a result these reporters have to
do whatever they can to take away
from McGwire's accomplishments .
These reporters would rather baseball
stay in the dark ages of a couple years
ago when player strikes were more
numerous than actual strikes and baseball was clinging to its tattered past.
Let it go, people.
Barring injury, or walks, McGwi re
has a great chance to break th e record
and he will do it with no help from anyone or anything.
Andro can't hit a 95-miJe-per-hour
fas tbalL McGwire can.
So thank you, baseball, for standing
by McGwire and giving fans not only a
chance at sharing histo ry, but a real reason to love the game.
-Joe Harris
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other team to play on their heel s.
"In any SpOrt, the team that controls the ball
Coach Denise Sylvester is op timistic about her more will have a better chance at su ccess,"
Riverwomen volleyball team as they get set to Sylvester said.
Fans can expect the Riverwomen to play more
open up their 1998 season this week.
, ,
of an up-tempo style of volleyA year's experience has
- - - -- -- ball. Sylvester wants quicker
helped the three returning - - - - freshmen not only with
offen se as the Riverwomen will
their overall game, but with
n any s por t, the team
playa more run-and-gun sryle.
their intensity and confi that controls the ball
"We're not going to give the
more will have a better
other team tim e to set up
dence as well.
"[fhe freshman] have chance at s uccess.
[defensively]," Sylvester said.
really grown a lot, "
There will also be an international
flavor
to
th e
Sylvester said. "Not JUSt
-Denise Sylvester Riverwomen v.~th newcomers
volleyball-wise but in terms
Volleyball coach H olly Zrout and Yorhena
of their intensity and how
hard they are driving them, , _ _ _ __ _ Panama. Zrout from Germany
selves to succeed."
and Panama from American
One thing Sylvester would like the team to Somalia should provide significant contributions
improve on is ball control. She wants the to the Riverwomen this year.
Riverwomen to control the tempo and force the
JOE HARRIS

of the Current staff
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Governor visits campus chi dcenter
fare to work," Carnahan said.
Lynn Navin, director of the
University Child Development
Center, said that she is planning on
applying for a grant, but that the
funds had not been appropriated yet
and would not be awarded until the
end of 1999.
Navin said the center plans on
using the grant to expand their faciliry and services, including adding a
campus drop-in child care option.
"The drop-in service would be
available to students who need child
care only while attenc!ing classes,
and not for a full day," Navin said.
Navin said that at one time there
was a ' student and staff discount
available for child care at the cemer,
but that the discount was taken
away in an attempt to reconcile the
budget. She said that less than 25
percent of the parents at the school
are students, and that almost half of
parents are faculry or staff members.
According to Navin, the center
was chos en for the Governor's visit
because Missouri Representative
Rita Days' children were taught by
teacher Estella Rash at the center 18
years ago.
Rash continues to teach at the
center, working with three and
four-year-olds.
Navin said she was pleased with
the Governor's visit and felt that the
bill would have a positive effect on

FROM WELCOME, PAGE
o

Make Tracks Over

Carnahan signs child care funding bill

senior editor

Governor Mel Carnahan visited
the University Child Development
Center on June 17th to promote a
bJI he signed into law which assists
low-inc ome families by making
affordable child care available.
"More and more children receive
a large portion of their care outside
the home," Carnahan said. "These
Missouri families must find someone they can afford, someone they
trust to take good care of their children."
House Bill 1519 distributes
money from the gaming commission fund to education, with part of
the fund going to support voluntary
preschool education programs. The
law mandates that at least ten percent of the money in that fund be
used to increase reimbursements for
low-income children attending
accredited child care facilities.
Carnahan emphasized that the
fund would not be free child care for
parents, but would be used to assist
those with financial needs.
"Parents who choose to use
these programs will pay for their
child's participation on a sliding
scale determined by th eir ability to
pay," Carnahan said.
Carnahan said that finding quality, affordable child care is one of the
major obstacles for families trying
to get off of welfare.
'We will be expanding access to
chJd care for low-income families,
particularly those moving from wel-

August 01. 1 ~~~

the effort to improve early childho od education.
"Carnahan's commitment is a
major step fonvard in childhood

care education," Navin said.
"Committing this much money has
never been done."

Attention!
HEALTHY NON-SMOKING
MA LES AGE 18-45

~~®~®
Earn $300

M

$1 000 in your spare time!

If you are a healthy, non-smoking male, age 1
5, on no medication, with no current health
problems, of a normal height/weight ratio, and
e av ailable for 24-48 hour stays at our facility,
u can earn hundreds of dollars and help
neric drugs obtain FDA approval. Gatew
Medical Research, Inc. has been conducting
research for pharmaceutical companies for
years and thousands of people have participated. To find out how easy it can be to earn $$$.
Call our recruiters at (314) 946-2110 anytime.
GATEWAY MEDICAL
RESEARCH INC.
1 16 NORTH MAIN STREET
ST. CHARLES, MO 63301

TOLL FREE INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS

1-S00-SUNCHASE
ski the web at www.sunchase.com

Nobody Does

B etter!

1

"J think UM-St. Louis students were afraid to
try something new while other people were
watching ... " Blanton said. "I think that type of
program, in hindsight, might have been better to
have put that down in the Honors College at
njght or South Campus Residence Hall at night in
one of their programming venues."
Upcoming events include concerts today' and
Wednesday on the Universiry Center Patio, as
well as a variety of attractions on Thursday.
"Welco me Week" will conclude with two
major events, the Chancellor's Picnic/EXPO on
Sept. 9 and a "Dancin' in the Streets" event, Sept.

11.
The Chancellor's Picnic/EXPO is an annual
event featuring free food and information booths
for student and other organization s. EXPO
booths cost $25 for on campus organizations or
$55 for off-campus groups. On-campus groups
may share a booth for free . The deadline to
reserve a booth is Sept. 2.
"Dancin' in the Streets" will feature food, beverages and beer for those 21 and older as well as
music from "Reggae at Will" and ''Tastes Like
Chicken."
"We're going to have twO bands so that the
music never stops," Blanton said. ''They'll play
one hour sets."

FROM PARKING, PAGE

1

W orkman also said that she did not like the
change in one-way traffic, as it redirects parking
alongside the library.
"Parallel parking from the left instead of the
right is hard to do," Workman said.
Renee Crandall, library clerk III, said that
finding the library was confusing.
"I had to be shown how to get here," Crandall
said. "They have little white arrows painted [on
the road], but if it gets dark or rainy or there's a
bunch of snow, you're not going to be able to see
them."
Workman said that she would like the lot in
front of the library, Lot X, to remain two-directional.
"We would like them to move the one-way
back a little and let us use this part like it was,
blocking it off back at the childcare center,"
Workman said.
Crandall was concerned that delivery trucks
might block the road for emergency vehicles and
other traffic.
"'Xfben the Daughters of C harity have deliveries, the trucks block the road back there,"
Crandall said.
Roeseler said that he wasn't aware that any
trucks were blocking the road.
"I don't know if that's happening, bur if it is,
they will get a citation," Roeseler said.
According to Roeseler, improvements to
Eastside Drive are coming soon.
"We have Some signs that will be placed by
Seton to direct the students leaving those lots as
to which way to go," Roeseler said.
Roeseler said that the police department will
not be ticketing .violators on the one-way drive
for at least a week.
"It's going to take a while for people to get
used to change," Roeseler said.
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Hannegan's Restaurant,
located in Laclede's Landing
is now hiring responsible,
energetic, happy people for
, Day SeNers
* Evening SeNers
, Day and Evening
Hostess/Hosts
Scheduling flexibi lity, great
pay. Call Mark to set up an
InteNiew.

SERVERS WANTED
Competitive wages depending on level of experience .
Will train energetic individuals. Lunch (10:00 am to
2:30 pm) and dinner (4:30 to
10:00 pm M-Th, 11:00 pm FSa) shifts available. Meals
provided . Private dining club
in the Clayton Area. To
schedule an inteNiew, call
726-1964, ext. 243, leave
your name, telephone number and the best time to contact you.

The Magic House is currently taking applications for the
position of museum guide.
This is a part-time position
with available hours between
Tuesday and Sunday during
the fall semester. Please
call 822-8900 for more information.

MODELS WANTED
Photographer will trade photos (5"x7" color proofs) for
modeling time. Females, all
sizes and types.
http://members.aol.comlSnst
Photo or (314) 647-1960 for
information.

HOT! EASIEST SALE you'll
ever make. Market my
"nothing down" lease/purchasB program for marginal
credit & bankruptcies. 6 out
of 10 families still don't own
our product but want it. 6
sales = $2400. Pd. Weekly.
PT/FT. No Exp. Rqd. Call
800-369-4392.

~

~

$ EARN SERIOUS
INCOMES
PT/FT
'Earn $1500-$3000/month
while maintaining student
status
'Earn income when you're
not working
Find out how many astute
academians across the
country are free by graduation 522-2385

Looking for work on
campus?
Now hiring for News
Associate, Photo Associate,
and Features Associate,
proofreader/copy editor.
Interested? Submit a cover
letter or resume to 7940
Natural Bridge.
Call 516·6810 for details.

Activist
CAMPAIGN
JOBS
with the
SIERRA CLUB
$200-$400Iweek
Protect our forests and
wetlands. Make a difference .
Fun workplace.
Rapid advancement, career
opps. FT/PT positions available . Call Chris at 454-9014

Part-time position distributing
advertising materials on
campus. No selling involved.
All materials provided free of
charge. 1-800-YOUR-JOB
www.acmnet.comlpostering/
yourjob.htm

Fio's La Fourchette seeks
evening hostess/host for
Tuesday - Saturday. Apply
1-4 pm 7515 Forsyth,
Clayton, 863-6866

Classic Light-filled 1.5 story,
brick, Colonial 3 bedroom,
large living room , fireplace,
bay window, seperate dining,
oak floors , stained woodwork, lower level recreation,
enclosed porch, garage, car
port, painted, polished, ready
7363 Woodland Way
owner 872-7699
Agents Welcome

1986 Acura Integra LS, red
3-door, moon roof, 5-speed,
142,000 miles, well-maintained , $1200.
Call 516-6282

$1250
FUNDRAISER
Credit Card fundraiser for
student organizations.
You've seen other groups
doing it, now it's your turn.
One week is all it takes.
NO gimmicks, NO tricks,
NO obligation. Call for
information today.
1-800-932-0528 x 65.

Kenpo Karate and Kung Fu,
same benefits as aerobic
workouts & weight training
with the added benefit of
mental stimulation. Call third
degree black belt Bruce
Bozzay at 727-6909

WELL I'M rVor iHE
p ~ofesso R / H'C IS
'IfR Y Bu.s'l'. -r'M
HIS AS5JS51A.NT •••
\lJHA1's ~ouR

Women's Self Defense
Seminars - we pick up where
safety lectur~s leave off; we
teach women what to do
when actually being
attacked. This is a 3-hour,
hands-on seminar, not a
karate class or lecture . For
information call Bruce
Bozzay at 727-6909

STILL NEED A COMPUTER
but can't get financing? I
can help. Nothing Down, 36
month lease/purchase . Slow
credit, poor credit, even
bankruptcy OK. Call
800-369-0945

A$1000 prize will be awarded
in an Art Contest, an Essav
Contest, and a Web Design
Contest. All UM-St. Louis
students are eligible to enter.
Entries must be received by
Oct. 24, 1998

5 MIN. FROM HERE, IN
HANLEY HILLS
2-BEDROOM, 1-BATH
INCLUDES: NEW KITCHEN,
STOVE, REFRIGERATOR,
LIVING RM, DINING RM,
CENTRAL AIR/HEAT, FULL
BASEMENT,
WASHER/DRYER HOOKUP,
1-CAR GARAGE
. $515 PER MONTH,
CALL 855-6656

SPRING BREAKPLAN NOW!
Cancun, Jamaica, Mazatlan,
& S. Padre. Early bird savings until Oct. 31 st.
America's BEST prices &
packages . Campus sales
reps wanted.
Earn free trips + cash
1.800.SURFS. UP
www.studentexpress.com

°

The contests are endowed by Dorothy Schneider, former Red Cross overseas woli<er, college faculty
member (English Department) in San Diego, California, and St. Charles, Missouri, and
author of the UN resolution to create United Nations Da as an international holida .

Spring Break '99- Sell Trips,
Earn Cash & Go Free!'!
Student Travel Services is
now hiring campus
reps/group organizers.
Lowest rates to Jamaica,
Mexico & Florida.
Call 1-800-648-4849

t
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PLACE YOUR
PERSONALS HERE
516-5316

ant to p ay a rty tric
on someone you know?

WE CAN HELP!
If you'd like to playa practical joke on a loved one,
and be on national television, call us toll-free at:

UM-St. Louis
STUDENTS,
FACULTY,
STAFF
Place
Classified Ads
FREE!
Otherwise, classified
advertising is $10 for 40
words or less in straight
text format.
Bold and CAPS letters
are free. All classifieds
must be prepaid by
check, money order, or
credit card. Deadline is
Thursday, 5 p.m. prior to
publication.

$1000 !

11

Work part-time for

877-4-STIN GS .
The producers of the "Jerry Springer Show" invite you to be a
part of the fun. We're a new, national television show that
gives you a chance to playa dirty trick on a lo~ed one, You
supply the victim, we'll do the rest.
Don't miss this opportunity! If you'd like us to lay a trap for
someone you know, don't tell them ... call us!
Our operatives will take care of everything, Call now!

Praunanl?

• Earn Money
• Free health
benefits
• Flexible hours
• Make new
friends
~
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